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(57) ABSTRACT 

Provided is a character input method and apparatus for auto 
matically Switching an input mode in a terminal having a 
touch screen. If a press event occurs in one of key regions 
displayed in the touch screen, it is determined whether a drag 
event occurs prior to occurrence of a release event. According 
to whether the drag event occurs, one of a separate input mode 
for inputting one of characters of a corresponding character 
group and a text input mode for inputting a word including 
one of the characters of the character group is executed. Thus, 
a user can easily input a character by rapidly selecting a 
desired input mode. A character input method in a terminal 
having a touch screen. The character input may include a 
plurality of key regions, including a first key region and a 
second key region, being set to be displayed on the touch 
screen, and at least one character of a plurality of characters 
for the first region being set to be displayed over the second 
region based upon a touch input on the first region and a draft 
input starting from the touch input. A character correspond 
ing to the at least one character is set to be displayed in a 
display region based on a release of the drag input. 

52 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets 
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CHARACTER INPUT APPARATUS AND 
METHOD FOR AUTOMATICALLY 

SWITCHING INPUT MODE IN TERMINAL 
HAVING TOUCH SCREEN 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue; a claim printed with strikethrough indi 
cates that the claim was canceled, disclaimed, or held 
invalid by a prior post-patent action or proceeding. 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION AND CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. S 119 
(a) of a Korean Patent Application filed in the Korean Intel 
lectual Property Office on Jun. 11, 2007 and assigned Serial 
No. 2007-56742 and a Korean Patent Application filed in the 
Korean Intellectual Property Office on Jul. 19, 2007 and 
assigned Serial No. 2007-72357, the entire disclosures of 
which are hereby incorporated by reference. This applica 
tion is a broadening reissue application of U.S. Pat. No. 
8,018,441, which claims the benefit of U.S. application Ser: 
No. 12/157.370, filed with the U.S. Patent Trademark Office 
on Jun. 10, 2008 and issued as U.S. Pat. No. 8,018,441 on Sep. 
13, 2011, and earlier priority benefit to Korean Patent Appli 
cation No. 2007-72357 filed with the Korean Intellectual 
Property Office on Jul. 19, 2007 and Korean Patent Applica 
tion No. 2007-56742 filed with the Korean Intellectual Prop 
erty Office on Jun. I 1, 2007, the disclosures of which are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a method for inputting a 
character, and in particular, to a character input apparatus and 
method for automatically Switching an input mode in a ter 
minal having a touch screen. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A text input method from among character input methods 
in conventional terminals, which will hereinafter be referred 
to as a T9 method, outputs frequently used characters by 
combinations of key inputs. The T9 method predicts a char 
acter to be input by a user in order to solve inconvenience in 
conventional character input methods. Using the T9 method, 
the user can output a desired character by pressing a key 
corresponding to the character once, as will be described with 
reference to FIG. 1 which illustrates a key input unit in a 
conventional terminal. 
When the user desires to input pizza in the key input unit 

illustrated in FIG. 1, numeric keys corresponding to charac 
ters have to be pressed in order of 7.4, 4, 4, 9, 9.9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 
9, 2. In other words, the user has to press a key corresponding 
to a desired character several times in order to input the 
desired character. For example, in order to input z, the user 
can select Z from among four characters WXyZ assigned to 
a key 101 by pressing the key 101 four times. Moreover, when 
a character assigned to a key has to be input several times, the 
user may feel confused. 

However, according to the T9 method, the desired word 
pizza can be output by pressing once a key 104 to which p’ 

is assigned, pressing one a key 103 to which i is assigned, 
pressing twice a key 101 to which Z is assigned, and pressing 
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2 
once a key 102 to which a’ is assigned. In other words, 
according to the T9 method, if the user presses numeric keys 
7, 4, 9, '9, 2 including characters p’, i. z. z', 'a', 
respectively, a terminal can output a word pizza predicted by 
searching a previously stored dictionary. Thus, the user can 
conveniently input desired characters with a smaller number 
of key inputs when using the T9 method than when using 
conventional character input methods. 

However, according to the T9 method, a problem occurs 
when the user desires to input a proper noun. According to the 
T9 method, only words predicted based on user's key inputs 
can be input. As a result, the user has to Switch an input mode 
in order to select a desired character. Namely, the user can 
input a desired character only after Switching an input mode 
from a T9 mode to a separate input mode. To this end, the user 
has to additionally input a mode Switch key. In particular, the 
has to press the mode Switch key several times when inputting 
a sentence composed of several words, increasing the overall 
number of key presses. This is also because the structure of 
characters displayed in the key input unit does not change 
even if the user presses the mode switch key. In other words, 
since two or more characters are assigned to each key even 
after Switching to the separate input mode, an increase in the 
number of key inputs for character selection is inevitable. 
As such, in a conventional terminal, the user has to perform 

a separate operation for mode Switch in order to input a 
desired character, e.g., for a proper noun, in the T9 mode. 
Consequently, the user has to select a mode for character 
input whenever necessary, making more efforts for key input. 
Moreover, in order to input characters one by one, several key 
inputs are required to output a corresponding character, mak 
ing a character input process complex and increasing the time 
required for the character input process. 
As such, according to the prior art, the user has to Switch an 

input mode in a separate way in order to input a proper noun 
in the mode using the T9 method. The conventional character 
input method requires an operation for mode Switch for each 
character input, the character input process is complex and 
the time required therefor increases. Moreover, the conven 
tional key input unit has a structural problem in that several 
key inputs are still required for character selection even after 
Switching to the separate input mode. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

To address the above-discussed deficiencies of the prior art, 
it is a primary aspect of the present invention to address at 
least the above problems and/or disadvantages and to provide 
at least the advantages described below. Accordingly, an 
aspect of the present invention is to a character input appara 
tus and method for automatically Switching an input mode in 
a terminal having a touch screen, in which a user can select a 
desired input mode in a simple way and thus can input a 
character quickly. 

Another aspect of the present invention is to provide a 
character input apparatus and method for automatically 
Switching an input mode in a terminal having a touch screen, 
in which the time required for character input can be effi 
ciently reduced by rapid switch from a T9 mode to a mode for 
selectively inputting a desired character. 

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided a character input method for automatically Switch 
ing an input mode in a terminal having a touch screen. The 
character input method includes assigning character groups, 
each of which includes at least two characters, to at least two 
key regions acquired by dividing a region of the touch screen 
and displaying the character groups in the corresponding key 
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regions based on one-to-one correspondence, if a press event 
occurs in one of the key regions, determining whether a drag 
event occurs prior to occurrence of a release event, and 
executing one of a separate input mode for inputting one of 
the characters of a corresponding character group and a text 
input mode for inputting a word including one of the charac 
ters of the character group according to whether the drag 
event OCCurS. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a character input method for automatically 
Switching an input mode in a terminal having a touch screen. 
The character input method includes, in a text input mode for 
inputting a word including one of the characters from char 
acter groups, each of which includes at least two characters, 
assigning the character groups to at least two key regions 
acquired by dividing a region of the touchscreen and display 
ing the character groups in the corresponding key regions 
based on one-to-one correspondence, if a press event occurs 
in one of the key regions, counting time from a point of time 
at which the press event occurs, if the counted time exceeds a 
previously stored threshold value, Switching to a separate 
input mode for inputting one of the characters from a corre 
sponding character group, assigning the characters of the key 
region where the press event occurs to the remaining key 
regions except for the key region where the press event occurs 
and displaying the characters in the remaining key regions 
based on one-to-one correspondence in the separate input 
mode, determining whether a release event occurs in one of 
the key regions where the characters of the key region where 
the press event occurs are displayed in a state where occur 
rence of a drag event is sensed, and outputting a character in 
the key region where the release event occurs onto a prede 
termined input editor window of the touch screen. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a character input method for automatically 
Switching an input mode in a terminal having a touch screen. 
The character input method includes assigning character 
groups, each of which includes at least two characters, to at 
least two key regions acquired by dividing a region of the 
touch screen and displaying the character groups in the cor 
responding key regions based on one-to-one correspondence, 
if a press event occurs in one of the key regions, determining 
whether a drag event occurs prior to occurrence of a release 
event, if it is determined that the drag event occurs, Switching 
to a separate input mode for inputting one of the characters of 
a corresponding character group, checking distance and 
direction of the drag event, displaying a character corre 
sponding to the checked distance and direction of the drag 
event from among characters of the key region where the 
press event occurs, and if the release event occurs when the 
character is displayed, outputting the displayed character. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a character input apparatus for automatically 
Switching an input mode in a terminal having a touch screen. 
The character input apparatus includes a memory for storing 
character groups, each of which includes at least two charac 
ters, displayed in at least two key regions acquired by dividing 
a region of the touch screen based on one-to-one correspon 
dence, a touch screen for displaying the character groups in 
the key regions based on one-to-one correspondence and 
generating a press event, a release event, and a drag event 
according to user input to each of the key regions, and a 
controller for determining whether the drag event occurs prior 
to occurrence of the release event if the press event occurs in 
one of the key regions of the touch screen and executing one 
of a separate input mode for inputting one of the characters of 
a corresponding character group and a text input mode for 
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4 
inputting a word including one of the characters of the char 
acter group according to whether the drag event occurs. 

Before undertaking the DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
THE INVENTION below, it may be advantageous to set forth 
definitions of certain words and phrases used throughout this 
patent document: the terms “include” and “comprise.” as well 
as derivatives thereof, mean inclusion without limitation; the 
term 'or' is inclusive, meaning and/or; the phrases “associ 
ated with and “associated therewith as well as derivatives 
thereof, may mean to include, be included within, intercon 
nect with, contain, be contained within, connect to or with, 
couple to or with, be communicable with, cooperate with, 
interleave, juxtapose, be proximate to, be bound to or with, 
have, have a property of, or the like; and the term “controller 
means any device, system or part thereofthat controls at least 
one operation, Such a device may be implemented in hard 
ware, firmware or software, or some combination of at least 
two of the same. It should be noted that the functionality 
associated with any particular controller may be centralized 
or distributed, whether locally or remotely. Definitions for 
certain words and phrases are provided throughout this patent 
document, those of ordinary skill in the art should understand 
that in many, if not most instances, such definitions apply to 
prior, as well as future uses of such defined words and 
phrases. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding of the present disclo 
Sure and its advantages, reference is now made to the follow 
ing description taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which like reference numerals represent like 
parts: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a key input unit in a conventional termi 
nal; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a character input apparatus 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 3 is a control flowchart for inputting a character by 
automatically Switching an input mode according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 4a through 4c illustrate a process for inputting a 
characterina separate input mode according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 5a through 5c illustrate a way in which characters 
are displayed in the separate input mode according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate a way in which characters are 
displayed in the form of a pop-up window in the separate 
input mode according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 7 is a control flowchart for inputting a character in one 
of a separate input mode and a text input mode, which is 
selected according to whether a drag event occurs, according 
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 illustrates an initial screen in a text input mode 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; and 

FIGS. 9a through9c illustrate a screen in which a character 
is selected and input in a separate input mode according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

FIGS. 2 through 9c, discussed below, and the various 
embodiments used to describe the principles of the present 
disclosure in this patent document are by way of illustration 
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only and should not be construed in any way to limit the scope 
of the disclosure. Those skilled in the art will understand that 
the principles of the present disclosure may be implemented 
in any suitably arranged touch screen device. 
The matters defined in the description such as a detailed 

construction and elements are provided to assist in a compre 
hensive understanding of an exemplary embodiment of the 
invention. Accordingly, those of ordinary skill in the art will 
recognize that various changes and modifications of the 
exemplary embodiment described herein can be made with 
out departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. Also, 
descriptions of well-known functions and constructions are 
omitted for clarity and conciseness. 
The present invention suggests a character input apparatus 

and method for automatically Switching an input mode in a 
terminal having a touch screen. When a press event occurs in 
one of the key regions displayed in the touch screen, the 
terminal determines whether a drag event occurs prior to 
occurrence of a release event and executes one of a separate 
input mode for inputting one of characters included in a 
corresponding character group and a text input mode for 
inputting a word including one of the characters included in 
the character group according to whether or not the drag event 
occurs. Such a method allows a user to rapidly select a desired 
input mode, thereby making it easy to input characters. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a character input apparatus 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

Referring to FIG. 2, the character input apparatus includes 
a radio frequency (RF) transceiver 200, a memory 210, a 
touch screen 220, and a controller 230. The RF transceiver 
200 performs wireless communication of a terminal. 
The memory 210 includes a read-only memory (ROM) and 

a random access memory (RAM) for storing a plurality of 
programs and data. In particular, the memory 210 stores 
words according to key combinations used in the text input 
mode according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. The memory 210 also stores character groups 
including consonants and vowels of the Hangul, capital let 
ters and small letters of the English alphabet, numbers, and 
special characters, which all will hereinafter be referred to as 
characters, displayed in key regions of the touch screen 220. 
The character groups are divided depending on the number of 
key regions. More specifically, the number of character 
groups is the same as that of key regions, and the number of 
characters constituting a character group decreases as the 
number of key regions increases. The number of character 
groups may be adjusted for efficient character input from a 
user according to the screen size of the touchscreen 220. In an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention, character 
groups, each of which includes 3-4 English alphabets, are 
displayed in 3x3 key regions of the touch screen 220. 
Upon touch of a character or a particular position in the 

touch screen 220 by a user's hand or an object, the touch 
screen 220 recognizes the touched position and performs a 
particular process using stored software. The touch screen 
220 receives touch input from the user and displays display 
data under the control of the controller 230 or displays the 
operation state of a mobile communication terminal or infor 
mation as icons and characters. In particular, the touch screen 
220 according to the present invention displays key regions in 
for inputting characters and generates a press event, a release 
event, and a drag event according to user input under the 
control of the controller 230. The press event occurs when a 
key region is pressed. In other words, the press event occurs 
when there is a touch input in the key region from the user. 
The release event occurs when the pressing of the key region 
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6 
is released. The drag event occurs when there is a drag input 
from the user on key regions displayed in the touch screen 
220. 
The controller 230 assigns character groups, each of which 

includes at least two characters, to corresponding key regions 
output on the touch screen 220, and displays the character 
groups in the key regions based on one-to-one correspon 
dence. The controller 230 determines whether the drag event 
occurs prior to occurrence of the release event if the press 
event occurs in one of the key regions, and executes one of the 
separate input mode for inputting one of characters in a cor 
responding character group and the text input mode for input 
ting a word including one of characters included in the char 
acter group according to whether the drag event occurs. 

If the press event occurs in one of the key regions, the 
controller 230 may also count time from a point of time at 
which the press event occurs. The controller 230 then deter 
mines whether the counted time exceeds a previously stored 
threshold value and executes one of the separate input mode 
and the text input mode according to the determination result, 
as will be described in detail with reference to FIG. 3. 

FIG. 3 is a control flowchart for inputting a character by 
automatically Switching an input mode according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention. 

Referring to FIG. 3, the controller 230 assigns character 
groups to key regions and displays the character groups in the 
key regions in the text input mode set by default based on 
one-to-one correspondence in step 300. The text input mode 
refers to a mode for inputting a desired word by pressing each 
of corresponding key regions once. Herein, a T9 mode will be 
taken as an example of the text input mode. 
The controller 230 determines whether the press event 

occurs in step 302. According to an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention, the press event occurs when a key 
region is pressed. If the press event occurs, the controller 230 
measures touch input time in step 304. The touch input time 
is measured by counting elapsed time from a point in time at 
which the press event occurred. The measured touch input 
time is used to determine whethera touch input to a key region 
is made for a long or short duration. The controller 230 can 
make a determination by comparing the measured touch input 
time with the previously stored threshold value. In other 
words, the controller 230 determines that the touch input is 
made for a long duration if the measured touch input time 
exceeds the threshold value. If the measured touch input time 
does not exceed the threshold value, the controller 230 deter 
mines that the touch input is made for a short duration. Thus, 
the controller 230 determines whether the release event 
occurs within the threshold value in step 306. If the release 
event does not occur within the threshold value (i.e., the 
measured touch input time exceeds the threshold value), the 
controller 230 switches to the separate input mode in step 
308. The separate input mode will be described in detail with 
reference to FIGS. 4a-4c. 

FIGS. 4a through 4c illustrate a process for inputting a 
character in the separate input mode according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention. 
When one of the key regions displayed as illustrated in 

FIG. 4a is pressed longer than the threshold value, the con 
troller 230 displays characters in the key region where the 
press event is generated in corresponding key regions in step 
310. At this time, the characters areassigned to, and displayed 
in, existing key regions as illustrated in FIG.4b. In particular, 
the characters may be assigned to, and displayed in, the 
remaining portions of the key regions except for portions 
where character groups corresponding to the key regions are 
displayed. Thus, the user can continue checking the entire key 
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regions and easily select a next character, thereby reducing 
the overall time required for character input. 

In a state where each of the characters in the key region 
where the press event occurs is displayed, the controller 230 
determines whether the drag event occurs in step 312. If so, 
the controller 230 moves an indicator according to occurrence 
of the drag event in step 314. 

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, if 
the drag event occurs in the key regions, the controller 230 
determines whether a key region indicated according to dis 
tance and direction of the drag event is the same as one of the 
key regions in which the characters in the key region where 
the press event occurs are displayed. 

If so, the controller 230 highlights the indicated key region. 
In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, an 
indicator is displayed for the highlight. The indicator indi 
cates a selected key region with visual effect in order to allow 
the user to recognize the selected key region. For example, the 
indicator indicates that a key region is selected by changing 
the color of the edges of the key region or shading in the key 
region. Thus, one of the key regions is highlighted by the 
indicator according to the drag event. The highlighted key 
region may be changed according to the drag event. The 
controller 230 outputs a character onto an input editor win 
dow according to movement of the indicator in step 316. In 
other words, whenever a key region is highlighted, the con 
troller 230 outputs a character of the highlighted key region 
onto a predetermined input editor window 400 of the touch 
screen 220. Thus, the character output onto the input editor 
window 400 may be changed according to the drag event. The 
character is output in a corresponding position of a cursor 
indicating the input position of the character, and only the 
output character is changed according to the drag event with 
out a change in the position of the cursor. As such, whenever 
a key region is highlighted, the controller 230 outputs a char 
acter of the highlighted key region onto the input editor win 
dow 400, thereby allowing the user to accurately and easily 
select a desired character. 

In Such a state where a character is output according to the 
drag event, the controller 230 determines whether the release 
event occurs in step 318. According to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention, the user selects a desired char 
acter by dragging a key region and inputs the selected char 
acter by releasing the pressing of the key region. Thus, the 
controller 230 determines whether the release event occurs 
after occurrence of the drag event in step 318. In the present 
invention, occurrence of the release event has the same mean 
ing as input of a character. Thus, if the release event occurs, 
the controller 230 outputs a character corresponding to a key 
region where the release event occurs in step 320. Referring to 
FIG. 4c., if the release event occurs in a state where the 
indicator moves from the key region corresponding to k1 to 
a key region corresponding to 1 according to the drag event, 
the character 1 of the key region indicated by the indicator is 
output onto the input editor window 400. 
As mentioned above, if a key region is pressed for a short 

duration, the user can separately select and input a desired 
character. On the other hand, the user can input a desired word 
at a time by merely pressing a corresponding key region for a 
long duration. In other words, the user can directly input a 
desired word using a T9 mode. 
More specifically, if the release event occurs within the 

threshold value in step 306, the controller 230 determines that 
the measured touch input time does not exceed the threshold 
value and thus the touch input is made for a short duration, 
and goes to step 321. In step 321, the controller 230 checks 
characters of a key region where the release event occurs. The 
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8 
controller 230 then detects a word including one of the 
checked characters in step 322 and outputs the detected word 
in step 324. 

According to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, if a key region corresponding to k1 is pressed for 
input of the first character of the desired word, the controller 
230 counts time from a point of time at which the press event 
occurs. If the counted time does not exceed a previously 
stored threshold value, the controller 230 determines whether 
the release event occurs in the key region corresponding to 
jkl. If the controller 230 determines that the release event 
occurs, it searches for words including the characters j, k, 
and 1 of the key region where the release event occurs. The 
controller 230 detects a word that is most frequently used 
from among words starting with j, k, and 1, and outputs 
the detected word onto the input editor window 400. At this 
time, several words that are frequently used may be displayed 
and one of them may be output by a user's selection in the 
input editor window 400, or a word that is most frequently 
used may be automatically selected and output in the input 
editor window 400. 

If the key region corresponding to k1 is not pressed to 
input the first character of the desired word in the separate 
input mode (i.e., the user additionally inputs a character after 
another character is output), the controller detects a corre 
sponding word by referring to words according to key com 
binations stored in the memory 210. For example, if the user 
presses a key region corresponding to tuv afters is output, 
the controller 230 outputs onto the input editor window 400, 
a word Sun’ that is most frequently used as a combination 
with the already-output s by referring to the previously 
stored words. 
As such, according to the present invention, the user can 

automatically select a desired mode without inputting a sepa 
rate key or performing additional manipulation for selecting 
the separate input mode or the text input mode. Moreover, if 
word spacing starts by a space bar after completion of input of 
a word or a character, Switching to the text input mode is 
automatically performed, thereby allowing the user to resume 
the above-described process. 

According to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, characters of a key region where the press event 
occurs in the separate input mode may be displayed as illus 
trated in FIGS. 5a through 5c unlike in FIGS. 4a through 4c. 

FIGS. 5a through 5c illustrate a way in which characters 
are displayed in the separate input mode according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. 

Referring to FIGS. 5a through 5c., if the press event occurs 
in one of key regions, characters of the key region where the 
press event occurs may be displayed enlarged in the key 
regions, instead of the original character groups displayed in 
the key regions. 
When the key region where the press event occurs is 

located leftmost, the controller 230 may display the charac 
ters of the key region in the right side in a line as illustrated in 
FIG.5a. If a large number of characters are assigned to one 
key region as illustrated in FIGS.5b and5c, the controller 230 
may enlarge and display the characters in neighboring key 
regions around the pressed key region. 

While characters are displayed enlarged in key regions 
except for the key region where the press event occurs in 
FIGS. 5a through 5c, one of them may also be displayed 
enlarged in the key region where the press event occurs 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
The characters of the key region where the press event 

occurs may also be displayed using a pop-up window as 
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illustrated in FIGS. 6a and 6b according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate a way in which characters are 
displayed in the form of a pop-up window in the separate 
input mode according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 6a and 6b, if the press event occurs 

in one of key regions, a vertical or horizontal pop-up window 
around the key region where the press event occurs is output. 
In other words, the controller 230 enlarges and displays char 
acters of the key region where the press event occurs in at least 
two key regions of a pop-up window type. A method of 
outputting the pop-up window is not limited, and may be 
implemented in various ways as long as it improves a user's 
convenience according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. 
As such, according to the present invention, characters of a 

pressed key region in the separate input mode can be dis 
played in various ways. For example, the characters may be 
assigned to and displayed in corresponding key regions or 
may be displayed enlarged in at least two key regions of a 
pop-up window type. 

Moreover, although a description has been made regarding 
the English alphabet in an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention, the present invention may also be applied 
to various types of characters such as the Hangul, special 
characters, and the like. 

In the foregoing embodiment of the present invention, time 
from a point of time at which the press event occurs is counted 
and one of the separate input mode and the text input mode is 
executed based on the counted time. However, one of the 
separate input mode and the text input mode may also be 
executed according to whether the drag event occurs prior to 
occurrence of the release event after the press event occurs 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. More specifically, when the release event occurs after 
occurrence of the press event (i.e., the drag event does not 
occur), the controller 230 executes the text input mode in 
which a desired word can be input at a time. If it is determined 
that the drag event occurs, the controller 230 switches to the 
separate input mode for character input from a user. 
On the other hand, a character may also be input to the 

controller 230 without screen change during mode switch. 
FIG. 7 is a control flowchart for inputting a character in one 

of the separate input mode and the text input mode, which is 
selected according to whether the drag event occurs, accord 
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. 

Referring to FIG. 7, in the text input mode, the controller 
230 assigns character groups to corresponding key regions 
and displays the character groups in the key regions based on 
one-to-one correspondence in step 700. In step 702, the con 
troller 230 determines whether the press event occurs in step 
702. According to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, an initial screen in the text input mode is as illus 
trated in FIG. 8. In FIG. 8, key regions are illustrated with 
characters and the characters may also be assigned to the key 
regions, together with a number like in the key regions 
described above. 

In FIG. 8, a key region assigned ABC is selected from 
among the key regions. As illustrated in FIG. 8, a user may 
select a key region 800 assigned ABC from among all the 
key regions. According to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention, when the user select one of the key regions 
in the text input mode, a pop-up window 810 indicating the 
text input mode is output. Thus, the user can recognize which 
input mode is being executed when inputting a character. 
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10 
If it is determined that the press event occurs in one of the 

key regions according to user's selection, the controller 230 
measures touch input time in step 704. In other words, the 
controller 230 measures time counted from a point of time at 
which the press event occurs. The controller 230 determines 
whether the release event occurs within predetermined 
threshold time in step 706. If not, the controller 230 detects 
whether the drag event occurs in step 708. In the embodiment 
illustrated in FIG. 7, the drag event is used as a criterion for 
Switching from the text input mode to the separate input 
mode. If it is determined that the drag event occurs in step 
710, the controller 230 switches to the separate input mode in 
step 712. The controller 230 checks distance and direction of 
the drag event in step 714 and displays a character corre 
sponding to the checked distance and direction onto a pop-up 
window. Such character selection in the separate input mode 
will be described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 9a 
through9c. 

FIGS. 9a through9c illustrate a screen in which a character 
is selected and input in the separate input mode according to 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. When the 
user presses the key region 800 assigned ABC as illustrated 
in FIG. 8, the controller 230 detects whether the drag event 
occurs prior to occurrence of the release event. When the drag 
event occurs, the controller 230 switches to the separate input 
mode. At this time, in spite of mode Switch, arrangement of 
characters displayed in each of key regions does not change. 

In the separate input mode, the controller 230 displays one 
of characters in a key region where the press event occurs onto 
a screen according to distance and direction of the drag event. 
For example, when the user performs drag input to the left as 
illustrated in FIG. 9a, the controller 230 displays a character 
A located to the left of a character Blocated in the center of 
characters ABC onto a pop-up window 900. When the user 
performs drag input downwardly from the selected key region 
as illustrated in FIG.9b, the controller 230 displays the center 
character B onto the pop-up window 900. When the user 
performs drag input to the right as illustrated in FIG.9c, the 
controller 230 displays the character 'C' located to the right of 
the center character B onto the pop-up window 900. 

For a key region assigned four characters like a key region 
910 assigned characters PQRS, the controller 230 displays 
one of the characters corresponding to the drag event based on 
the character Q in a second leftmost position onto the pop 
up window 900. More specifically, when the drag event 
occurs to the right of Q in the key region 910, the controller 
230 outputs 'R' onto the pop-up window 900. When the drag 
event occurs to the left of 'Q', the controller 230 outputs “P” 
onto the pop-up window 900. When the drag event occurs 
downwardly, the controller 230 outputs Q' onto the pop-up 
window 900. On the other hand, the controller 230 sets a 
position distant a predetermined distance from a position 
where Q is displayed and outputs a corresponding character 
Swhen the drag event occurs at a position distant more than 
the preset distance. Such a process may also allow characters 
to be input according to up, down, left, and right directions 
like character input corresponding to key regions having three 
characters assigned thereto. 
As such, the controller 230 displays a corresponding char 

acter onto a pop-up window according to a user's drag input 
(i.e., occurrence of the drag event). The user then releases the 
pressing of a key region when the desired character is dis 
played onto the pop-up window in order to output the char 
acter onto an input editor window. Thus, the controller 230 
determines whether the release event occurs in step 718 and 
outputs the character displayed onto the pop-up window in 
step 720. 
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When the release event occurs within the predetermined 
threshold time (i.e., the release event occurs after the press 
event occurs in step 706), the controller 230 goes to step 722 
in order to execute the text input mode. The controller 230 
then checks characters of a key region where the release event 
occurs in step 722 and detects a word including one of the 
checked characters in step 724. Referring to FIG. 8, the con 
troller 230 detects a word including one of ABC displayed in 
the key region 800 selected by the user. The controller 230 
then goes to step 726 in order to output the detected word. 
AS Such, the user can input a character in a faster and easier 

way with less effort to select the character by using the char 
acter input method in various forms. 
As is apparent from the foregoing description, the present 

invention allows the user to automatically select a desired 
input mode, thereby improving convenience in and speed of 
character input. Moreover, the present invention can also be 
used in various input apparatuses as well as a terminal having 
a touch screen. 

Although the present disclosure has been described with an 
exemplary embodiment, various changes and modifications 
may be suggested to one skilled in the art. It is intended that 
the present disclosure encompass Such changes and modifi 
cations as fall within the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A character input method for automatically Switching an 

input mode in a terminal having a touch screen, the character 
input method comprising: 

assigning character groups, each of which includes at least 
two characters, to at least two key regions acquired by 
dividing a region of the touch screen and displaying the 
character groups in the corresponding key regions based 
on one-to-one correspondence; 

if a press event occurs in a first of the key regions, deter 
mining whether a drag event occurs prior to occurrence 
of a release event; 

executing one of a separate input mode for inputting one of 
characters of a corresponding character group and a text 
input mode for inputting a word including one of the 
characters of the character group according to whether 
the drag event occurs; and 

upon execution of the separate input mode, assigning each 
character of the character group associated with the first 
key region to a different one of the key regions other than 
the first key region and displaying the characters of the 
character group in the other key regions. 

2. The character input method of claim 1, further compris 
ing: 

if the press event occurs in the first key region, counting 
time from a point of time at which the press event occurs; 

determining whether the counted time exceeds a previ 
ously stored threshold value; and 

executing one of the separate input mode for inputting one 
of characters of a corresponding character group and the 
text input mode for inputting a word including one of the 
characters of the character group according to a deter 
mination result. 

3. The character input method of claim 1, further compris 
ing: 

determining whether a key region indicated according to 
distance and direction of the drag event is the same as 
one of the key regions where the characters of the key 
region where the press event occurs are displayed; 

highlighting the indicated key region if it is determined that 
the key region is the same as one of the key regions; and 

if the release event occurs in the highlighted key region, 
outputting a character of the key region where the 
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release event occurs onto, a predetermined input editor 
window of the touch screen. 

4. The character input method of claim3, further compris 
ing, each time one of the key regions where the characters of 
the key region where the press event occurs are displayed is 
highlighted, outputting the character of the highlighted key 
region onto the input editor window. 

5. The character input method of claim 3, wherein the 
displaying of the characters of the key region where the press 
event occurs in the key regions based on one-to-one corre 
spondence comprises displaying the characters of the key 
region where the press event occurs in second portions of the 
key regions except for first portions where the character 
groups of the key regions are displayed based on one-to-one 
correspondence. 

6. The character input method of claim 3, wherein the 
displaying of the characters of the key region where the press 
event occurs in the key regions based on one-to-one corre 
spondence comprises enlarging and displaying the characters 
of the key region where the press event occurs in the key 
regions based on one-to-one correspondence, instead of the 
character groups of the key regions. 

7. The character input method of claim 3, wherein the 
displaying of the characters of the key region where the press 
event occurs in the key regions based on one-to-one corre 
spondence comprises enlarging and displaying the characters 
of the key region where the press event occurs in at least two 
key regions of a pop-up window type. 

8. The character input method of claim 1, further compris 
ing: 

if the text input mode is executed, determining whether the 
release event occurs prior to occurrence of the drag 
event; 

if the release event occurs, searching for words including a 
character of a key region where the release event occurs; 

detecting a word that is most frequently used based on a 
search result; and 

outputting the detected word. 
9. A character input method for automatically Switching an 

input mode in a terminal having a touch screen, the character 
input method comprising: 

in a text input mode for inputting a word including one of 
characters from character groups, each of which 
includes at least two characters, assigning the character 
groups to at least two key regions acquired by dividing a 
region of the touch screen and displaying the character 
groups in the corresponding key regions based on one 
to-one correspondence; 

ifa press event occurs in a first of the key regions, counting 
time from a point of time at which the press event occurs; 

if the counted time exceeds a previously stored threshold 
value, Switching to a separate input mode for inputting 
one of characters from a corresponding character group; 

upon execution of the separate input mode, assigning each 
character of the character group associated with the first 
key region to a different one of the key regions other than 
the first key region key region and displaying the char 
acters of the character group in the other key regions; 

determining whether a release event occurs in one of the 
other key regions assigned to the each character, and 

outputting a character in the key region where the release 
event occurs onto a predetermined input editor window 
of the touch screen. 

10. The character input method of claim 9, further com 
prising: 
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if the counted time does not exceed the previously stored 
threshold value, determining whether the release event 
occurs; 

if the release event occurs, searching for words including 
characters of the key region where the release event 
occurs; 

detecting a word that is most frequently used based on a 
search result; and outputting the detected word. 

11. A character input method for automatically Switching 
an input mode in a terminal having a touch screen the char 
acter input method comprising: 

assigning character groups, each of which includes at least 
two characters, to at least two key regions acquired by 
dividing a region of the touch screen and displaying the 
character groups in the corresponding key regions based 
on one-to-one correspondence; 

if a press event occurs in one of the key regions, determin 
ing whether a drag event occurs prior to occurrence of a 
release event; 

if it is determined that the drag eve occurs, Switching to a 
separate input mode for inputting one of characters of a 
corresponding character group; 

upon execution of the separate input mode, checking a 
distance and a direction of the drag event; 

displaying a character corresponding to the checked dis 
tance and direction of the drag event from among char 
acters of the key region where the press event occurs; 
and 

if the release event occurs when the character is displayed, 
outputting the displayed character. 

12. The character input method of claim 11, further com 
prising: 

if the press event occurs in one of the key regions, counting 
time from at point of time at which the press event 
occurs; 

determining whether the release event occurs within pre 
viously stored threshold time; and 

if it is determined that the release event occurs, executing a 
text input mode for inputting a word including one of the 
characters of the corresponding character group. 

13. The character input method of claim 11, wherein the 
displaying of the character comprises enlarging and display 
ing the character onto a key region in the form of a pop-up 
window. 

14. The character input method of claim 11, wherein the 
displaying of the character comprises displaying a character 
corresponding to the checked distance and direction of the 
drag event. 

15. The character input method of claim 11, wherein a text 
input mode is a mode using a T9 input method. 

16. A character input apparatus for automatically Switch 
ing an input mode in a terminal having a touch screen, the 
character input apparatus comprising: 

a memory configured to store character groups, each of 
which includes at least two characters, displayed in at 
least two key regions acquired by dividing a region of the 
touch screen based on one-to-one correspondence; 

a touchscreen configured to display the charactergroups in 
the key regions based on one-to-one correspondence and 
generating a press event, a release event, and a drag event 
according to user input to each of the key regions; and 

a controller configured to: 
determine whether the drag event occurs prior to occur 

rence of the release event if the press event occurs in 
a first of the key regions of the touch screen; 

execute one of a separate input mode for inputting one of 
characters of a corresponding character group and a 
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text input mode for inputting a word including one of 
the characters of the character group according to 
whether the drag event occurs; and 

upon execution of the separate input mode, assign each 
character of the character group associated with the 
first key region to a different one of the key regions 
other than the first key region and display the charac 
ters of the character group in the other key regions. 

17. The character input apparatus of claim 16, wherein the 
controller counts time from a point of time at which the press 
event occurs if the press event occurs in one of the key 
regions, determines whether the counted time exceeds a pre 
viously stored threshold value, and executes one of the sepa 
rate input mode for inputting one of characters of a corre 
sponding character group and the text input mode for 
inputting a word including one of the characters of the char 
acter group according to a determination result. 

18. The character input apparatus of claim 16, wherein the 
controller determines whether a key region indicated accord 
ing to distance and direction of the drag event is the same as 
one of the key regions where the characters of the key region 
where the press event occurs are displayed, highlights the 
indicated key region if it is determined that the key region is 
the same as one of the key regions, and outputs a character of 
the key region where the release event occurs onto a prede 
termined input editor window of the touch screen if the 
release event occurs in the highlighted key region. 

19. The character input apparatus of claim 18, wherein 
each time one of the key regions where the characters of the 
key region where the press event occurs are displayed is 
highlighted, the controller outputs the character of the high 
lighted key region onto the input editor window. 

20. The character input apparatus of claim 18, wherein the 
touch screen displays the characters of the key region where 
the press event occurs in second portions of the key regions 
except for first portions where the character groups of the key 
regions are displayed based on one-to-one correspondence 
under the control of the controller. 

21. The character input apparatus of claim 18, wherein the 
touch screen enlarges and displays the characters of the key 
region where the press event occurs in the key regions based 
on one-to-one correspondence, instead of the character 
groups of the key regions under the control of the controller. 

22. The character input apparatus of claim 18, wherein the 
touch screen enlarges and displays the characters of the key 
region where the press event occurs in at least two key regions 
of a pop-up window type under the control of the controller. 

23. The character input apparatus of claim 16, wherein the 
controller determines whether the release event occurs prior 
to occurrence of the drag event if the text input mode is 
executed, searches for words including a character of a key 
region where the release event occurs if the release event 
occurs, detects a word that is most frequently used based on a 
search result, and outputs the detected word. 

24. The character input apparatus of claim 16, wherein the 
controller outputs the detected word onto the touch screen 
using a T9 input method in a text input mode. 

25. A character input method in a terminal having a touch 
screen, the character input method comprising: 

displaying a plurality of key regions, including a first key 
region and a second key region, On the touch screen, 
wherein a plurality of respective characters are pre 
sented in each of the first and second key regions, 

displaying, based upon a touch input on the first region and 
a drag input starting from the touch input, at least one 
character of the plurality of characters for the first 
region over the second region, wherein the at least one 
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character of the plurality of characters for the first key 
region is assigned to be displayed over the second key 
region, and 

displaying a character corresponding to the at least one 
character in a display region based on a release of the 
drag input. 

26. The character input method of claim 25, filrther com 
prising performing the assigning of the at least one character 
of the plurality of characters for the first region to be dis 
played over the second region upon a detected initiation of the 
drag input. 

27. The character input method of claim 26, wherein the 
initiation of the drag input is detected based on the touch 
input being maintained for a predetermined period of time 
and/or a detected movement over the touch screen of a main 
tained touching of the touch screen beginning at a position 
over the first key region. 

28. The character input method of claim 25, filrther com 
prising 

if the touch input occurs on the first region, determining 
whether the drag input occurs prior to a release of the 
touch input, 

executing One of a separate input mode for inputting at 
least one character of the plurality of characters for the 
first key region and a text input mode for inputting a word 
including at least one character of the plurality of char 
acters for the first key region based on a result of the 
determining of whether the drag input occurs prior to 
the release of the touch input, and 

displaying the at least one character of the plurality of 
characters for the first key region over the second key 
region upon execution of the separate input mode. 

29. The character input method of claim 28, filrther com 
prising: 

the text input mode is executed based on a determining of 
whether the release of the touch input occurs prior to an 
occurrence of the drag input, 

if the release of the touch input occurs prior to the occur 
rence of the drag input, searching for words including a 
character of a key region where the release of the touch 
input occurs, 

detecting a word that is most frequently used based on a 
search result, and 

outputting the detected word. 
30. The character input method of claim 25, wherein the 

drag input is detected based upon a maintaining and move 
ment of the received touch input relative to the touch screen. 

31. The character input method of claim 25, wherein the 
displaying of the character corresponding to the at least one 
character in the display region filrther comprises outputting 
to a screen of the terminal the character corresponding to the 
at least one character upon the release of the drag input, 
indicating a selection of the character corresponding to the at 
least one character of the plurality of characters for the first 
key region. 

32. The character input method of claim 31, wherein the 
output of the One of the at least one character is to a prede 
termined input editor window of the touch screen. 

33. The character input method of claim 25, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
all of the characters of the plurality of characters for the first 
key region. 

34. The character input method of claim 33, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
One or more of the characters of the plurality of characters 
group for the first key region in One or more respective pop-up 
regions displayed over at least the second key region. 
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35. The character input method of claim 33, wherein the 

displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
all of the characters of the plurality of characters for the first 
key region only over One or more key regions of the plural key 
regions, other than the first key region and including the 
second key region. 

36. The character input method of claim 35, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
all of the characters of the plurality of characters for the first 
key region in One or more respective pop-up regions. 

37. The character input method of claim 35, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
all of the characters of the plurality of characters for the first 
key region over two or more key regions of the plural key 
regions, other than the first key region and including the 
second key region. 

38. The character input method of claim 37, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
all of the characters of the plurality of characters for the first 
key region in One or more respective pop-up regions displayed 
over the two or more key regions of the of the plural key 
regions. 

39. The character input method of claim 25, wherein the 
drag input is detected based upon a maintaining and move 
ment of a touch input relative to the touch screen. 

40. The character input method of claim 25, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
less than all of the characters of the plurality of characters for 
the first key region. 

41. The character input method of claim 40, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
less than all of the characters of the plurality of characters for 
the first key region in at least One respective pop-up region 
displayed over at least the second key region. 

42. The character input method of claim 40, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
less than all of the characters of the plurality of characters for 
the first key region only over One or more key regions of the 
plural key regions, other than the first key region and includ 
ing the second key regions. 

43. The character input method of claim 42, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
less than all of the characters of the plurality of characters for 
the first key region in at least One respective displayed pop-up 
region. 

44. The character input method of claim 42, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
less than all of the characters of the plurality of characters for 
the first key region over two or more key regions of the plural 
key regions, other than the first key region and including the 
second key region. 

45. The character input method of claim 44, wherein the 
displaying of the at least one character includes displaying 
less than all of the characters of the plurality of characters for 
the first key region in at least One respective pop-up region 
displayed over the two or more key regions of the plural key 
regions. 

46. The character input method of claim 25, further com 
prising highlighting One or more of the at least one character, 
as displayed over at least the second key region. 

47. The character input method of claim 46, wherein the 
highlighting of the One or more of the at least one character 
displayed over at least the second key region is based on the 
detected drag input. 

48. The character input method of claim 47, wherein the 
highlighted One or more of the at least One character are 
displayed in a pop-up region. 
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49. The character input method of claim 47, wherein the 
displaying of the plural key regions includes displaying a 
plurality of second key regions, other than the first key region 
and including the second key region, and the at least one 
character is displayed in a pop-up region over a select One or 
more key region of the plurality of second key regions, such 
that selection of which of the plurality of second key regions 
the at least One character is displayed over is determined 
based upon a direction of the detected drag input. 

50. The character input method of claim 25, wherein the 
plural key regions include a plurality of rectangular-type key 
regions in a form of 3x3 layout. 

51. The character input method of claim 50, wherein the 
plurality of rectangular-type key regions include: 

a 1st key region including a 1st character group having the 
characters a , b, and c'. 

a 2nd key region including a 2nd character group having 
the characters 'd', 'e , and f' 
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a 3rd key region including a 3rd charactergroup having the 

characters 'g', 'h', and 'i' 
a 4th key region including a 3rd character group having the 

characters j, k, and 'l', 
a 5th key region including a 5th character group having the 

characters 'm', 'n', and 'o'; 
a 6th key region including a 6th character group having the 

characters p, q, r, and 's', 
a 7th key region including a 7th character group having the 

characters t , 'u', and 'v' and 
a 8th key region including a 8th character group having the 

characters w, x, y, and 'z. 
52. A non-transitory computer readable medium compris 

ing computer readable code to control at least one processing 
device to implement the method of claim 25. 

k k k k k 
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